
HABITS

What are habits?
Habits are rituals and behaviors that we perform 
automatically.

Taking you from unbearable to unstoppable
REAL Steps to form habits 
Form habits to become closer to the person you want to be
Determining your true potential
Your life is created by your habits.
Control your habits - they control your life. 
Motivation is what gets you started , habit is what keeps you 
going. Jim Ryun



SPECIFY WHAT YOUR GOAL (NEW HABIT) IS

Make it very clear on what you want your new habit to look 
like
For this course, we will use the example of getting up earlier

Answer the following questions:

What habit do you want to form?
Why do you want it? (Creating purpose)
What are you loosing out on, if you don't achieve this 
habit?



HABIT FORMING TIPS

Eat the frog FIRST (Do the hardest task first)
Create some accountability
Develop a “goal digger” attitude
Cultivate a mental environment
List the Benefits
Know / Be aware of the Cost you are paying of NOT having the 
habit
Stop being addictive to the old. Accept that change is difficult 
BUT its worth it.
Remember the intention
Practice Positive self-talk



TIME LINE TO MAKE IT HAPPEN 

It depends on how long you BELIEVE you need
Depends on the difficulty
Can be 
Personal experience is from 30-90 Days to change in long-
term
Depending on strategy 

Find successful strategy
Sustain confidence to follow through
Believe in yourself
Remember others have done it too, why can’t you?



THE 30 DAY TIMELINE

Three Phases of forming NEW habits or getting rid of OLD habits
Day 0-10 - Phase 1

Unbearable - These days are the hardest
Can be exciting or horrible
Push Through - ignore mind and body rejection - 95% fail to 
overcome this
You can BE the 5% as you have ACCEPTED the Challenge 
Do NOT hit snooze 
This is only temporary 
If benefits are great enough you can do it 
Reward: Can do anything you want to achieve in life



THE 30 DAY TIMELINE

Day 11-20 - Phase 2
Uncomfortable - begin to get used to it
Have developed confidence and see rewards
Need Commitment + dedication
Will feel easier to fall back BUT keep going

Day 21-30 - Phase 3
UNSTOPPABLE - Live the habit - change identity
See the benefits - almost enjoying (YOU have changed)
Stop hating the habit - start associate pleasure (be excited to wake 
up + get going) 

Crucial to sustain long term habit:
Do NOT make this mistake: Stop following through and take a break



NO-GO LIST FOR WAKING UP EARLY

Snooze Buttons - Never hit snooze. If you have set an 
intention, stick with it and make it happen
The first steps are always the most difficult - thats ok.

Beat the old habit - stop the addiction
Get out of bed immediately

Stick to your wake time
Connect with your mission
Don’t wait for others to wake up - BE THE CHANGE
Put on some uplifting music


